LOGITECH PERSONAL COLLABORATION SOLUTIONS

Today’s employees have different needs when it comes to hybrid collaboration and productivity. We’ve got you covered.

We’ve studied the user experiences of people working from home over the past few years and found that most are underequipped for video-first collaboration. Among those working with standard-issue computing devices which typically include their computers, mice, keyboards, and sometimes monitors, 89% struggle with video issues, and 85% struggle with audio issues due to the limitations of embedded cameras, mics, and speakers.¹ These issues affect their ability to collaborate effectively.

PERSONAL COLLABORATION SOLUTIONS

Our personal collaboration solutions give knowledge workers the capabilities they need to communicate and collaborate effortlessly. Logitech headsets provide crystal clear sound quality with noise-canceling mics. Logitech webcams offer exceptionally clear video in high resolution. And for IT managers, these solutions are simple to deploy and easy to maintain. Certified for leading meeting platforms such as Microsoft Teams, Zoom², and Google Meet, our solutions provide a reliable meeting experience for today’s hybrid workforce.
SOLUTIONS FOR HIGH-PROFILE USERS

Executives and employees in highly visible roles need great tools to produce videos and presentations, lead training sessions, deliver keynote speeches, or drive important meetings. They can’t afford poor-quality audio or video.

FEATURED PRODUCTS

Create workspaces optimized for video collaboration with our ultimate solution, including Zone True Wireless earbuds, Brio webcam, and Logi Dock. These devices deliver a premium experience for audio and video.

LOGI DOCK: THE ALL-IN-ONE DOCKING STATION FOR HYBRID WORK

Our all-in-one USB-C docking solution with meeting controls and speakerphone that unclutters your desktop setup and enhances productivity.

POWER UP
Connect up to 5 USB peripherals and 2 monitors while charging a laptop with up to 100 watts of power.

BE HEARD CLEARLY
Six beamforming microphones and advanced algorithms reduce background noise so others can hear you clearly.

JOIN MEETINGS WITH ONE TOUCH
Press one button to instantly join a meeting on Teams, Zoom, and Google Meet.
SOLUTIONS FOR POWER COLLABORATORS

For some knowledge workers, continuous interaction and collaboration with colleagues is a defining feature of the workday. They rely heavily on video and audio as they spend much of their day in meetings.

OUR BEST SOLUTION
Streamline video meetings and unclutter personal workspaces with Zone True Wireless, Brio, and Logi Dock. Look and sound natural with premium devices.

ZONE TRUE WIRELESS EARBUDS
Brio WEBCAM
LOGI DOCK

COLLABORATE BETTER
Stay focused with an ANC-equipped wireless headset. An advanced noise-canceling mic plus a 90° diagonal field of view webcam offer professional video quality for better video collaboration.

ZONE WIRELESS HEADSET
C930e WEBCAM

RELIABLE AND HARD WORKING
Step up from basic laptop audio and video to a solution certified for business. Enjoy reliable video collaboration with Zone Wired Earbuds and the C920e webcam.

ZONE WIRED EARBUDS
C920e BUSINESS WEBCAM
SOLUTIONS FOR ADVANCED SPECIALISTS

Creatives, technologists, analysts, and operational roles require uninterrupted deep focus time to be successful. For them, audio equipped with noise-canceling is as important as quality video for interacting with their teams or clients.

CREATIVE SUITE
Get in the flow with Zone Vibe Wireless headphones. Show your work with the innovative Show Mode of Brio 505. A perfect combination for both focus and sharing.

ZONE VIBE WIRELESS HEADPHONES
BRIO 505 WEBCAM

PRODUCTIVITY SUITE
Enjoy the clear audio and reliable video in any environment, even at low bandwidth. An essential work solution for people who are heads-down most of the day.

ZONE WIRED HEADSET
C925e WEBCAM

For more information:
www.logitech.com/business/personal-workspace

1. “Equipping Employees for Hybrid Work: What the Research Says.” Report based on original research conducted by Logitech and 2CV among 3,000 individuals who work from home. 2. For individual product certifications, please refer to the actual product page. 3. USB to DisplayPort/HDMI adapter is required for dual Mac monitors with screen extension. Adapter is not included. 4. Logi Tune desktop app required for calendar integration with Office 365 and Google Calendar, and “one touch to join” feature. Support may vary by video conferencing service provider. See Logi Dock prosupport page for the latest information.
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